
O PINION

Maybe an idea that man
by default communi-
cates well with his envi-

ronment still exists only in novels
and movies. But, if we look
around, we can see that every-
one just speaks his own story,
and that almost nobody actu-
ally listens to his interlocutor. 
An employee doesn't under-
stand his manager, the man-
ager doesn't understand the
employee. A child doesn't

understand the parent, and vice versa. A friend doesn't
understand or even doesn't listen to his friend as he is too
occupied by his smartphone. There had never been more
available information in human history, and more talking
through different mediums - and so little active listening
and true understanding.
Such a situation, naturally, brought into existence a new
field of human endeavor, geared toward the resolution of
that problem. It is Coaching - a discipline aimed to help
an individual or a group to better understand themselves,
people around them, but also to improve the possibility
that they become heard and better understood by others.
An idea that you have to pay in order to be listened to
and understood is relatively new. Although psychothera-
py exists on the scene for quite a while now, it is still some-
how in the shadow in Serbia. Being quite expensive, and
as it was considered a sort of shame to admit having psy-
chological issues, psychotherapy never became too
popular here.
But, we live in times when anxiety is a general issue, and
psychological problems - due to too much stress -
became so numerous that people got no will to hide them
anymore. A massive need arouse for fast and practical
solutions to problems, that it paved the way for appear-
ance of Coaching.
But as everything that happens today takes place in a
field of market, and as the term "Coaching" is not well
defined, and can be interpreted differently, quite a num-
ber of people in Serbia adopted the title of a "Life
Coach", or personal development consultant.
Coaching received a lot of space in media (as anything
new and popular), so even the psychotherapists had to
start using that term in order to keep their clients. Also, the

appearance of new methods which stretch in between
the psychotherapy and coaching (like Neurolinguistic
Programming, NLP, for instance) started to act as a bridge
netween those two areas, lending to psychotherapy a bit
of commercial flavor, and to coaching the legitimacy of
a valid method for psychological help.
Seeing the popularity of Coaching even some homeopa-
thy practitioners started using the term, in order to exploit
its popularity. However, in the times we live in there is an
increasing need for clear and concrete solutions to prob-
lems, and homeopathy is slowly loosing that race. People
are not interested into vague explanations like "deep
inner healing processes" or terms like "inner blockages"
etc. They want clear definition of a problem, and clear
steps toward its solution.
Even in the area of the so called "energy medicine" new
methods appear which deserve to become part of gen-
eral coaching methodology, like Pranic Healing, which is
more concrete when it comes to determining and solving
problems, and supports regular and active work on self
improvement, than just consummation of sugar pills and
waiting for something to happen.
Many weekend trainings in coaching brought about the
situation that almost anybody can name himself a Life
Coach today. Therefore there appeared a need to define
standards which will delineate what Coaching is, and
what it is not.
Different associations appeared that try to position them-
selves as supreme authority in the field, but the trouble is
to differentiate between the efforts to establish standards
in Coaching, and effort to attract clients and position
oneself on the market. Coaching, however, is not medi-
cine, and it is not easy to establish standards that could
be accepted globally, as World Health Organization does
for medicine. It is a perfect situation for those who got
money and ability to organize, to make an association,
establish their own standards and gradually monopolize
the market.
As with everything else, Serbia will have to wait for a solu-
tion to appear globally, before it attempts to implement it
back home in the next few decades. Until then, there will
be a bitter fight on the local market between people who
got trained for many years in high quality coaching
approaches, and those who completed just a few week-
end workshops, or various alternative healers, and those
with good connections in media.
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